Take the intersection Route 82 and Valley Parkway, take Valley Parkway south about half a mile to Royalview Lane.
Turn right.
Go to the end and enter Royalview Picnic Area.
Pull straight in and park in front of the guard rail with sign behind it “No Vehicles Beyond This Point.”
Walk south on trail at the right end of the guardrail 300 meters.
From trail post marker four feet high made of brown plastic and a pile of down oak tree, go right and continue south.
Continue south in that direction and pass a VERY LARGE white oak on right.
You are on a poorly marked trail.
Continue on trail (flag there as a marker).
Existing trail bends very sharply to the left (east).
Leave the trail by continuing going straight (south).
From that point walk 100 meters from the flag.
Stay to the left of the stream and highway (they are on your right) to large fallen tree on the left.
Stump five feet tall with fungus on it is the point.